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Abstract
We present an efficient approach for temporal action co-localization (TACL), which
means to simultaneously localize all action instances in an untrimmed video. Compared with the conventional instance-by-instance action localization, TACL can
exploit the contextual and temporal relationships among action instances to reduce
the localization ambiguities. Motivated by the strong relational modeling capability of graph neural networks, we propose a Graph-based Temporal Action CoLocalization (G-TACL) method. By considering each action proposal as a node,
G-TACL effectively aggregates contextual and temporal features from related action proposals to jointly recognize and localize all action instances in a single shot.
Moreover, we introduce a novel multi-level consistency evaluator to measure the
relatedness between any two action proposals. This is achieved by considering their
high-level contextual similarities, low-level temporal coincidences and feature correlations. We exploit the Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs) to iteratively update the
features of each node, which are then used to regress the temporal boundaries of
action proposals and finally achieve action co-localization. Experimental results
on three datasets, i.e., THUMOS14, MEXaction2 and ActivityNet v1.3 datasets
demonstrate that our G-TACL is superior or comparable to the state-of-the-arts.
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1. Introduction
Temporal action co-localization (TACL) aims at simultaneously localizing all
action instances in an untrimmed video. This includes simultaneous action recognition (identify the category of each action instance) and temporal action localization
(identify the temporal boundaries of each action instance). TACL can be used in
a variety of computer vision tasks such as video content understanding, intelligent
video surveillance and action analysis. Since different action instances contained
in the same video have similar appearance and contextual features, the advantage of
TACL over the instance-by-instance temporal action localization (TAL) is that the
features of multiple action instances of a common action category can be leveraged
to facilitate the localization of each action instance.
Considerable progress has been made to address the TAL problem in untrimmed
videos [1–10]. Techniques including hand-crafted features [1, 6], convolution neural networks (CNNs) [4, 7, 8] and 3-dimensional convolution networks (3D ConvNets) [5, 10] have been proposed and empirically demonstrated promising performance. Some methods [1, 7] threshold snippet-level classification predictions
to produce the TAL predictions. Moreover, a few works [4, 11] try to exploit contextual features of each independent action instance to improve TAL.
Despite the success of existing methods, there are still potential problems that
hinder their practical applications. On one hand, many approaches [12–14] perform action recognition only on trimmed videos, where each video contains only one
action instance and there is no interference from other potentially confusing actions
or backgrounds. On the other hand, an untrimmed video contains multiple action
instances which belong to the same action category in general. But the correlation
among those action instances is usually ignored, which could otherwise be beneficial due to their appearance and contextual consistency. The benefit of exploiting
the appearance and structural consistency among instances has been demonstrated in image/video object co-segmentation [15–20]. Actually, it is common that a
video contains multiple action instances of the same category, such as triple jump
videos from the Olympic Games. However, the common action instances in a video
usually exhibit dramatic variations in human postures, interacting objects and viewpoints. Therefore, it is desirable to develop a temporal action co-localization model
that can not only exploit the correlation among action instances but also account
for their variations.
Graph neural networks (GNNs), which inherit the advantages of both CNNs
and graphical models, have a strong capability of representing and learning the
correlation among entities [21]. They have been widely applied to many tasks
and achieved good performance, such as human-object interaction detection [21],
relational reasoning [22] and action recognition [23]. Therefore, it is attractive to
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Figure 1: A flowchart of the proposed G-TACL method. The input is an untrimmed video, which
contains multiple action instances of a common category (e.g., CleanAndJerk, marked with the red
chunks at the bottom), and a large number of background frames (marked with the gray chunks)
not containing such action instances. We first generate high-quality action proposals, and then feed
them to the G-TACL network. The output comprises the predicted action category and the temporal
boundaries of action instances.

use GNNs to capture the correlations among multiple action instances for action
co-localization.
Inspired by the success of GNNs, we propose the Graph-based Temporal Action Co-Localization (G-TACL) algorithm. It exploits a GNN to model the correlations among action proposals of the same category to co-localize action instances.
In this way, the contextual and appearance features shared by multiple action instances/proposals of the common category can be used to improve the localization
accuracy. Figure 1 illustrates an overview of our proposed G-TACL method. The
input is an untrimmed video containing multiple action instances of a common category as well as a large portion of background frames not belonging to this category. The output is the predicted action category along with the temporal boundaries
of each action instance.
We first divide the input video into several equal-length snippets and employ
the two-stream Inflated 3D ConvNet (I3D) [24] to extract snippet-level features.
Then, a binary classifier is applied to compute the actionness score of each video
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snippet, which indicates whether it belongs to the action category or not. To generate high-quality action proposals, a two-step thresholding strategy is utilized to
group video snippets according to their actionness scores. Finally, we leverage the
G-TACL to model the correlations among multiple action proposals and then iteratively update their features . The nodes of the graph are initialized by the feature
representations of action proposals. We propose a multi-level consistency evaluator
which exploits the high-level contextual similarity, low-level temporal coincidence
and feature correlations between action proposals to compute the adjacency matrix.
The node features are updated by a Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [25], and the updated features are employed to regress the temporal boundaries of action proposals
to obtain the final action co-localization results.
We perform extensive experiments to evaluate our G-TACL method and compare it with other state-of-the-art methods on the THUMOS14 [26], MEXaction2 [27],
and ActivityNet v1.3 [28] datasets. Both THUMOS14 and MEXaction2 are consisted of sports actions, and ActivityNet v1.3 is consisted of actions in daily life.
Furthermore, we conduct four groups of ablation studies to explore the contribution
of each component of our proposed method.
The primary contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• To our knowledge, this is the first work to define and solve the temporal action co-localization problem. By taking advantages of the correlation among
multiple action instances of the same category, our G-TACL can effectively
co-localize action instances in an untrimmed video.
• We propose a multi-level consistency evaluator to compute the correlation
between action proposals in G-TACL. It captures the information between
any two proposals based on their low-level temporal coincidences, feature
correlations and high-level contextual similarities.
• Experimental results on three benchmarks demonstrate the great advantage
of the proposed G-TACL over previous state-of-the-arts.
This paper extends the preliminary conference version [29] in four aspects.
First, we include and discuss more recent works in Section 2 Related Work. Second, we provide more details about our method and the corresponding implementation. Third, both quantitative and qualitative results on a larger dataset (i.e., ActivityNet v1.3 [28]) are included to verify the effectiveness of our proposed G-TACL
over other existing methods. Last but not least, we carry out more extensive ablation studies to explore the contribution of each component to the performance of
G-TACL.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We review the related works
in Section 2. Section 3 describes the technical details of our proposed G-TACL.
4

Section 4 presents the experiment details and results. Finally, we summarize the
paper in Section 5.
2. Related Work
Since our work aims at co-localizing action instances of a common category in
an untrimmed video based on GNNs, we review related work on action recognition,
temporal action localization and graph-based networks. We also briefly review
related work on object detection, because they often adopt a similar framework as
temporal action localization.
2.1. Action Recognition
Action recognition means to classify the actions in videos. A considerable
amount of previous efforts are limited to classifying actions in manually trimmed
short videos [12, 13], where each video contains only one action instance and there
is no interference from either other action instances or a complex background.
Before the emergence of deep learning, there are many methods relying on handcrafted features, such as histograms of image gradients (HOG) [30] and improved
Dense Trajectory (iDT) [13]. The action category is predicted based on the feature
representations of the video, e.g., via Fisher Vector (FV) [31] or Vector of Linearly
Aggregated Descriptors (VLAD) [32].
In recent years, CNN-based techniques have revolutionized this area [12, 14,
24, 33], and have significantly pushed forward the state-of-the-art performance.
Simonyan et al. [12] propose a two-stream architecture where two structurally
identical CNNs are used respectively to process spatial and temporal information
in videos. Karpathy et al. [34] study three fusion strategies (i.e., early fusion,
late fusion, and slow fusion) for the two streams, which offers a promising way
to speed up the training process. Carreira et al. [24] propose to combine twostream networks with I3D to further boost the action recognition accuracy. Wang
et al. [14] learn hand-crafted iDT-based video descriptors via CNNs. Tran et al. [2]
extract temporal and spatial features from multiple frames simultaneously by using
3D ConvNets. Li et al. [35] propose a unified Spatio-Temporal Attention Network
(STAN) for action recognition in untrimmed videos, which locates the key video
segments and spatial areas. Feichtenhofer et al. [36] leverage a fast pathway and a
slow pathway to capture motion and spatial features, respectively.
In addition, some researchers also try to use the relationship between human
and object for action understanding recently. Zhou et al. [37] propose a cascade
architecture for multi-stage human-object interaction (HOI) understanding on images, which includes a localization network to refine HOI proposals and an interaction recognition network to mine semantic information so as to boost relationship
5

reasoning. Wang et al. [38] propose a hierarchical human parsing method, which
uses three different relation networks to decompose, compose and infer the relations of different parts of the human body, and then obtain better parsing results
through global message passing. Similar to [38], Wang et al. [39] also use the
information passing and fusion between different parts of the human body for human parsing, which includes three inference processes, i.e., direct inference using
image information, top-down inference using constituent parts, and bottom-up inference using context information. The above three methods all focus on images,
since there are obvious interactions between different parts of the human body or
HOI in images. However, different action instances in a video can only be determined whether they belong to the same action category or not according to the
appearance, action and context information.
2.2. Temporal Action Localization
Temporal action localization (TAL) mainly focuses on untrimmed videos typically containing multiple action instances and numerous background scenes. Most
state-of-the-art methods are based on sliding windows [1, 6, 31, 40], frame-wise
predictions [3, 41, 42], or action proposals [4, 7, 11, 43, 44].
TAL methods based on sliding windows often divide the video into fixed-length
overlapping snippets, and then identify the action instances [1, 6, 31, 40]. Wang
et al. [1] combine hand-crafted motion features and convolutional appearance features for classification. Yuan et al. [6] introduce a Pyramid of Score Distribution
Features (PSDF) that circumvents fixed-length windows by encoding features at
multiple temporal scales followed by an SVM classifier for TAL. Oneata et al. [31]
use sliding-window classifiers on FV representations of iDT features of videos.
To overcome the drawbacks of hand-crafted features and capture motion characteristics, Shou et al. [40] use multi-scale sliding windows and 3D ConvNets to
determine the action category, and a localization network to locate the temporal
boundaries of action instances.
TAL methods based on frame-wise predictions classify each individual frame
to determine whether a specific action is present, and then perform TAL by thresholding [3, 41, 45]. Dai et al. [45] use a frame-wise classifier and aggregate frames
for TAL. Yuan et al. [3] leverage a structural maximal sum of frame-wise classification scores to determine the temporal boundaries. Recently, recurrent neural
networks (RNNs), e.g., long short-term memory (LSTM), are exploited to model
the dynamics among video frames. Yeung et al. [41] leverage LSTMs to produce
confidence scores of actions based on CNN features per frame.
TAL methods based on action proposals first generate temporal action proposals and then classify and score them for efficient action localization [4, 7, 11, 43,
44]. Lin et al. [7] evaluate the starting, ending, and actionness probabilities of
6

each temporal location in the video, and generate action proposals based on these
probabilities. Motivated by the faster R-CNN [46], Xu et al. [44] propose R-C3D
and switch from classical exhaustive sliding windows to the 3D RoI Pooling that
proposes temporal regions from a deep convolution feature map. Zhao et al. [4]
propose the Structured Segment Networks (SSN) where they introduce the structured temporal pyramid pooling to describe three major stages of action proposal,
and apply a decomposed discriminative model to jointly determine its category and
completeness. In order to locate action instances of various durations, Chao et al.
[11] use a multi-tower network and dilated temporal convolutions with different
reception fields to align anchors and action instances. Guo et al. [43] identify a
series of multi-scale temporal action proposals by temporal convolutions.
In the aforementioned works, the correlation among action instances of the
same category are not explicitly addressed as we speculate earlier. Hence, we
propose the G-TACL method to exploit the correlations among action instances of
the common category to facilitate the action co-localization.
2.3. Graph-based Network
Graph is a natural data structure to represent relationships among entities.
GNNs exploit the powerful learning capability of neural networks to process graph
data, and have recently become increasingly popular in various domains [21–23].
Qi et al. [21] propose the Graph Parsing Neural Network (GPNN) to infer humanobject interactions in images and videos. Different from CNNs that only model the
local relations, Chen et al. [22] try to reason global relations via graph convolutions in the interaction space for image/video understanding. Si et al. [23] leverage
GNNs to capture the spatial structural correlations in each frame for skeleton-based
action recognition. Parsa et al. [47] propose to use a feature pyramid structure to
capture the association between different parts of human in a video, and use them
for action recognition. Fan et al. [48] propose a spatio-temporal graph network,
which can learn relations among persons and iteratively propagate information over
the graph for understanding human gaze communication.
The methods mentioned above mainly focus on using GNNs to capture the
dynamic changes of the action, rather than the co-localization of the action. Since
action instances of the same category are similar in context and appearance, we
try to correlate and update the representations of the action proposals using GNNs,
which can readily leverage the similarity among action instances.
2.4. Object Detection
The majority of temporal action localization methods are inspired by the twostage object detection framework, i.e., object/action proposal generation and object/action classification. R-CNN [46] first generates thousands of category-independent
7
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Figure 2: The pipeline of the proposed temporal graph-based temporal action co-localization (GTACL) method. It consists of three components: feature embedding (upper-left), action proposal
generation (upper-right) and G-TACL (bottom).

region proposals using selective search [49], and then extracts a feature vector for
each region proposal for classification. Although R-CNN achieves remarkable accuracy, it is computationally expensive because a CNN forward pass is required
for each region proposal. Fast R-CNN [50] takes the entire image as input and
computes a shared feature map, from which feature vectors are extracted for subsequent classification. Faster R-CNN [51] further speeds up the fast R-CNN by replacing the selective search [49] with the Region Proposal Network (RPN), which
computes region proposals from the full-image features with higher accuracy and
far less computational cost. Lu et al. [52] use the full convolutional network to
generate the heatmap of the target object, which is then used to guide the object
localization. Wang et al. [53] leverage semantic features to guide the generation
of proposals. We adopt a similar two-stage framework, i.e., generating action proposals, and detecting action instances and refining their temporal boundaries.
3. Method
Let V denote an untrimmed video with M frames, V = {mt }Tt=1 , where mt
Ng
is the t-th frame. V contains a set of action instances G = {gn }n=1
, where Ng
gt
gt
gt
gt
gt
is the number of action instances, gn = (tgt
,
t
,
k
),
and
t
,
t
,
s,n e,n n
s,n e,n kn are the
starting frame index, the ending frame index and the action category of the n8

th ground truth action instance gn , respectively. Our objective is to identify the
action instances of the same category and locate the temporal boundaries of them
in V . Our G-TACL is a two-stage framework for action co-localization, i.e., action
proposal generation followed by classification and temporal boundary regression.
Figure 2 presents the pipeline of our proposed graph-based temporal action colocalization (G-TACL) method. It consists of three components: the feature embedding module (upper-left), the action proposal generation module (upper-right)
and the G-TACL (bottom). Our method starts with feature embedding by a pretrained two-stream I3D network [24]. Then, we generate action proposals by a
double-threshold scheme which is robust to noise. Next, these action proposals
are fed into the G-TACL for feature enhancement, and finally temporal boundary
regression. We describe the details of the three components below.
3.1. Snippet-level Feature Embedding
Snippet-level feature embedding means to obtain a feature representation of the
input video. The original video is first split into multiple non-overlapping snippets
with fixed-length. A pre-trained two-stream I3D network [24] is applied to embed
each snippet into a fixed-length feature vector 1 .
For each snippet, it consists of 16 RGB frames or optical flow images and we
feed them to the spatial stream or the temporal stream respectively, each resulting
in a 1024-dimensional feature vector. The snippet-level features are obtained by
concatenating the spatial and the temporal features. Specifically, given the i-th
snippet si of V , which is divided into S non-overlapping snippets in total, the
snippet-level feature embedding can be formulated as
F(i) = [Frgb (si ), Fflow (si )], F(i) ∈ R1×2048 ,

(1)

where Frgb and Fflow denote spatial and temporal stream, respectively. In summary,
the output of this step is a feature map of the whole video, i.e., F ∈ RS×2048 .
3.2. Action Proposal Generation
There are two main strategies [3, 40] to generate action proposals. The first strategy classifies each video frame using a pre-trained binary classifier, and obtains
action proposals by grouping consecutive frames with classification scores above a
certain threshold. However, its computation is very expensive. The second strategy
exploits a pre-trained binary classifier to classify video clips generated by multiscale sliding windows. Then, video clips classified as background are removed
1

Note that our method is not restricted to any specific feature extractor.
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while the ones classified as actions are retained as action proposals. This strategy
can only generate fixed-scale action proposals.
Unlike previous methods, we exploit the output scores of an “actionness” [54]
binary classifier and design a dual threshold scheme to generate action proposals
with flexible lengths and accurate boundaries. Since many background frames exist
between action instances, especially in an untrimmed video, it is not appropriate to
perform grouping with a fixed threshold. A too large threshold will split a complete
action instance into multiple segments while a too small threshold will result in
action instances with large portions of background frames.
As illustrated in the upper right part of Figure 2, this category-agnostic binary
classifier predicts the actionness scores of input snippets. Empirically, we design a
dual threshold scheme, with an action-start threshold α and an action-end threshold
β (typically β < α). A new action proposal starts when the actionness score spikes
above α and ends when the actionness score falls below β. With different choices
of α and β, a set of L action proposals P = {Pl }L
l=1 can be obtained, where
Pl = (ts,l , te,l ), and ts,l , te,l denote the starting and the ending frame indexes of
proposal Pl , respectively. Noting that Pl consists of consecutive snippets so that
the starting and the ending boundaries are originally represented by the indexes of
snippets, instead of frame indexes. In order to be consistent with the notations of
ground truth gn , we use the index of the first frame of the starting snippet as ts,l .
Similarly, the index of the last frame of the ending snippet is used as te,l . In our
experiments, we explore 8 threshold combinations, i.e., α ∈ {0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8}
and β ∈ {α − 0.2, α − 0.1}.
3.3. G-TACL
After obtaining the feature map F and the action proposal set P of the input
untrimmed video V , we now describe the proposed Graph-based Temporal Action
Co-Localization (G-TACL) method in detail. With action proposals of the same action category, we can intuitively expect higher contextual correlations among them
than those across different action categories. In addition, we expect that the quality of these action proposals also affects the contextual correlations. Specifically,
we speculate that the correlations among high-quality action proposals of the same
category should be higher than those of low quality or of different categories. We
formulate such contextual correlations and information transfer/interaction using
the GNNs and the iterative GRU [25] updates, respectively.
Defining graph nodes. In the training phase, only action proposals that satisfy
one of the following two conditions are used as nodes: (1) Its IoU with a ground
truth action instance is greater than 0.5; (2) It has the largest IoU among all action proposals with a ground truth action instance. We denote the set of nodes as
X = {Xp }N
p=1 , where Xp is the p-th node. Xp = (ts,p , te,p , kp , Fp ), where
10

ts,p , te,p , kp , and Fp denote the starting frame index, the ending frame index, the
action category and the feature representation of the corresponding action proposal, respectively. ts,p and te,p can be directly obtained from the corresponding action
proposal. kp is the category of the ground truth instance which has the largest IoU
with Xp . As mentioned in [4], constructing the temporal structure of an action proposal is very helpful for the action localization task. Thus for Fp , we construct the
temporal structure by expanding the temporal boundaries of each action proposal
on the start and ending boundary. Specifically, for a graph node (i.e., an action proposal) Xp , its feature representation Fp is obtained by concatenating the features
of three parts:
(2)
Fp = mean(Fsp , Fcp , Fep ), Fp ∈ R1×2048 ,
where Fsp , Fcp , and Fep denote the average features of three snippets before the
proposal, the average of all snippet features covered by the action proposal, and
the average features of three snippets after the proposal (i.e., the starting, course,
and ending stage of an action proposal), respectively.
Computing adjacency matrix. To leverage the correlation between nodes (i.e., action proposals), we need to model them using adjacency matrix. Thus, we use three
types of relations to construct the consistency evaluator for adjacency matrix calculation. Specifically, A1 , A2 and A3 represent low-level temporal coincidence,
feature similarity, and high-level contextual similarity between nodes, respectively.
First, if two nodes, Xp and Xq , excessively overlap in the time domain, the
proximity between them should be high. Therefore, the corresponding element in
the adjacency matrix for low-level temporal coincidences (i.e., A1 (p, q)) is calculated using the temporal overlaps between the two action proposals (noted as
O(Xp , Xq )).
Second, the similarity between two feature vectors can be represented by their
dot product. The larger their dot product is, the more similar the two feature vectors
are. Thus, the corresponding element of the adjacency matrix for features similarity
(i.e., A2 (p, q)) is calculated using the dot product between Fp and Fq .
Third, since A1 relies on temporal location and A2 directly relies on the original representation, we introduce a trainable layer for modeling high-level contextual similarities to learn beneficial semantic correlation that cannot be directly
obtained from A1 and A2 . Specifically, we concatenate the features of two nodes
and use two 1-dimensional convolution layers to obtain the degree of contextual
correlation A3 (p, q) of these two nodes. The final adjacency matrix A is a weighted sum of A1 , A2 , and A3 .

11

In summary, the three adjacency matrixes are calculated as

(ts,p , te,p ) ∩ (ts,q , te,q )


, A1 ∈ RN ×N ,
A1 (p, q) = O(Xp , Xq ) =


(ts,p , te,p ) ∪ (ts,q , te,q )
A2 (p, q) = Fp · Fq , A2 ∈ RN ×N ,




A3 (p, q) = Fs ([Fp , Fq ]), A3 ∈ RN ×N ,

(3)

where Fs denotes the two 1-dimensional convolution layers. Afterwards, A1 , A2
and A3 are normalized following

A1 (p, q)


,

 Ā1 (p, q) = PN
′


′ =1 A1 (p, q )
q




A2 (p, q)
Ā2 (p, q) = PN
,
(4)
′

′ =1 A2 (p, q )

q




A3 (p, q)



 Ā3 (p, q) = PN′ A (p, q ′ ) .
q =1 3
Finally, the adjacency matrix A is a weighted sum of Ā1 , Ā2 , and Ā3 as
A = w1 · Ā1 + w2 · Ā2 + w3 · Ā3 ,

(5)

where w1 , w2 , w3 are constants controlling the trade-off among those three terms (elaborated below in Section 4.3). The values in the adjacency matrix represent the
similarity between each pair of graph nodes (i.e., action proposals).
Updating node features. Having obtained the features of nodes Fp (p = 1, 2, ..., N )
and the adjacency matrix A, we update the feature of a node by accounting for all
other similar nodes based on the adjacency matrix. Therefore, the correlation information among nodes (i.e., action proposals) are leveraged to enhance the original
node feature. The updating process consists of two steps, i.e., message propagation
and feature updating.
For the message propagation step, the goal is to collect contextual information
associated with the node from other nodes. As shown in Figure 3, the message
propagation is achieved based on the adjacency matrix, which is defined as
mp =

N
X

A(p, q) · Fq ,

(6)

q=1

where mp represents the temporal, appearance and contextual related information
of node Xp gathered from all its interacted graph nodes.
12
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Figure 3: Visualization of the graph updating process. At each iteration, the message prorogation
step is to collect the contextual features of a node from similar nodes as defined in Eq. (6). Then a
GRU is utilized to update the node features as defined in Eq. (7).

For the feature updating step, we use GRU [25] as the update function to update the node features, since it has fewer parameters and is easy to train. At each
iteration step η (η = 1, . . . , H), the GRU update is formulated as
 0

 h p = Fp ,
η
(7)
oηp , hηp = GRU(hη−1
p , mp ),

 η
Fp = hηp ,

where mηp , oηp , hηp denotes the aggregated features of node p, the output state and
the hidden state of GRU at η-th iteration, respectively. hηp (i.e., h0p ) is initialized
with the initial features of proposals (i.e., Fp ) at the first iteration. At each iteration,
we update Fηp with hηp .
Regression, classification and scoring. With the updated node features (i.e., proposal features), we classify the actions of these nodes. Meanwhile, we regress
the temporal boundaries using the same features, to achieve better alignment with
the target ground truth action instances. Since each action instance may generate
multiple action proposals, we need to compute the confidence score of each action
proposal (node) to retrieve the results.
Specifically, for a node Xp , its temporal boundaries are ts,p and te,p , and the
corresponding temporal center location and duration are l = (ts,p + te,p )/2 and
d = te,p −ts,p , respectively. We obtain the regression results by feeding the updated
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features into a stacked 1-dimensional convolution network with a hidden layer. The
output consists of two elements ∆l and ∆d, which represent the predicted center
location and length offset, respectively. The regressed center location, duration and
new boundaries (localization result) can be calculated as
( ′
l = l + d · ∆l,
(8)
d′ = d · e∆d ,
(

t′s,p = l′ − d′ /2,
t′e,p = l′ + d′ /2,

(9)

where l′ and d′ are the temporal center location and duration after regression, respectively. t′s,p and t′e,p are the new temporal boundaries.
3.4. Loss
The regressed action proposals are classified and scored based on the features
of the regressed temporal location. We use a fully connected layer for classification and a stack of two 1-dimensional convolution layers for scoring. During
the training phase, we freeze the parameters of the feature embedding module and
only learn the parameters of G-TACL. We calculate the regression loss Lreg and
the scoring loss Lsco based on the temporal boundaries after the regression, and
calculate the classification loss Lcls using the classification result. The G-TACL
network is trained by penalizing a summation of those three losses as
L = Lreg + Lsco + Lcls ,

(10)

where both Lreg and Lsco use the smoothing L1 loss function and Lcls uses the
Cross Entropy loss function.
4. Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the TAL performance of the proposed G-TACL.
Four groups of ablation studies are conducted to explore the performance contribution of each component in G-TACL. Moreover, we compare our G-TACL method
with a variety of existing state-of-the-art TAL methods on three standard benchmarks, i.e., THUMOS14 [26], MEXaction2 [27], and ActivityNet v1.3 [28].
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4.1. Implementation Details
We implement the model and the evaluation pipeline using PyTorch [55]. We
use the I3D [24] network pre-trained on the Kinetics dataset [56] as the backbone
to extract video features. The input of the I3D network is a 16-frame RGB/optical
flow, and the output is a 1024-dimensional feature vector of the corresponding
snippet.
We train a binary classifier to score each video snippet and predict whether
it contains the target action instances or not, and then group them according to
the actionness scores, as described in section 3.2. We prepare the training data as
follows. We sample multiple video clips by sliding a temporal window along the
untrimmed video. The sliding window spans to 32 frames for THUMOS14 [26],
16 frames for MEXaction2 [27], and 128 frames for ActivityNet v1.3 [28]. For
each video clip, we determine its label by measuring its overlapping ratio with
the ground truth action instances. If the overlapping ratio is higher than 0.7, we
treat it as positive, denoting that it contains an action k (∀k ∈ 1, . . . , K); if the
overlapping ratio is lower than 0.3, we treat it as negative, denoting that it does not
contain any actions. We keep the ratio of positive and negative samples at 1 : 1.
We optimize the parameters of G-TACL by Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD). On THUMOS14 [26] and MEXaction2 [27], the initial learning rate is 10−3
which is decayed by 0.1 at epoch 80 and again at epoch 150, along with a momentum fixed at 0.9 throughout the training process. On ActivityNet v1.3 [28], the
initial learning rate is fixed at 10−3 and decreased to 10−4 and 10−5 at epoch 20
and 40, respectively. Empirically, the number of node feature updates has little effect on the experimental results, therefore it is fixed at 1 (H = 1) for computational
efficiency.
4.2. Datasets and Evaluation Metrics
Evaluation datasets. We conduct extensive experiments on three benchmark datasets to evaluate our proposed G-TACL method, including THUMOS14 [26], MEXaction2 [27], and ActivityNet v1.3 [28]. Table 1 presents the statistics of these three
datasets.
• THUMOS14 [26] dataset is challenging and widely used in to evaluate TAL,
which includes over 200 hours video data and 20 action categories with temporal annotations. It contains 4 subsets, i.e., training, validation, testing, and
2
Since some video files are corrupted, there are 33 and 25 videos in the training and testing sets,
respectively.
3
There are 9, 337 and 4, 575 videos accessible can be download from YouTube in the training
and validation sets, respectively.
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Table 1: The statistics of the standard benchmarks we used.

Dataset
Train videos
Test videos
Action categories
Instances per video

THUMOS14
[26]
200
212
20
15.2

MEXaction22
[27]
33
25
2
22.44

ActivityNet v1.33
[28]
9, 337
4, 575
200
1.54

background set. The training set is the UCF101 [57] dataset consisting of
13, 320 trimmed videos, and the validation set and testing set contains 1, 010
and 1, 574 untrimmed videos, respectively. All videos contain multiple action instances, while most of them contain only one action category. The
background set consists of 2, 500 untrimmed videos not containing any target action instances. We only use 200 videos in the validation set and 212
videos in the testing set in which temporal annotations are provided. We use
the validation set for training and the testing set for evaluation.
• MEXaction2 [27] dataset contains two action categories, i.e., “Bull Charge
Cape” and “Horse Riding”. It is consisted of YouTube clips, UCF101 Horse
Riding clips and untrimmed INA videos. YouTube clips and UCF101 [57]
Horse Riding clips are trimmed videos. We just use the INA subset of
untrimmed videos in our experiments, which contains 38, 18 and 32 videos
for training, validation and testing, respectively. There are 1, 336, 310 and
329 action instances in the training, validation and test set, respectively. The
average duration of INA videos is 39 minutes, of which less than 3% are
action instances. We train the G-TACL with the training set and test it with
the testing set.
• ActivityNet v1.3 [28] dataset is currently the largest dataset for TAL. It includes over 600 hours video data within 200 action categories, which are all
from daily life. It is divided into training, validation and test set by 2:1:1,
and there are 10, 024, 4, 926 and 5, 044 videos in each of them, respectively.
Each video contains an average of 1.54 action instances. Since the groundtruth for test set is not released, we use the training set for training and validation set for testing.
Evaluation metric. The mean average precision (mAP) with respect to different
IoUs is used as the evaluation metric, which is conventional in the literature of TAL.
A prediction is considered correct if the category label is correct and the temporal
IoU with the ground truth exceeds the IoU threshold. Multiple mAP values under
16

Table 2: Ablation study on node features update. G-TACL outperforms G-TACL without node features update at all IoU thresholds on the THUMOS14 dataset by using both 2D and 3D backbones.

IoU threshold
Baseline
2D backbone
G-TACL
Baseline
3D backbone
G-TACL

0.3
38.7
49.4
48.2
56.8

0.4
32.1
39.5
40.4
45.8

0.5
27.5
31.1
34.3
36.5

0.6
19.6
22.0
25.3
25.6

0.7
11.9
14.7
17.2
17.9

Avg.
26.0
31.3
33.1
36.5

Table 3: Ablation study on the consistency evaluator on the THUMOS14 dataset. All three parts in
consistency evaluator are compatible and each single part can boost the performance.

w1 : w2 : w3
0:0:0
1:0:0
0:1:0
0:0:1
1:1:1
3:4:3

0.3
48.2
54.9
54.4
55.4
56.3
56.8

0.4
40.4
43.3
44.1
44.9
45.3
45.8

0.5
34.4
35.5
35.1
35.8
36.0
36.5

0.6
25.3
25.4
25.2
25.5
25.4
25.6

0.7
17.2
17.3
17.2
17.6
17.3
17.9

Avg.
33.1
35.3
35.2
35.8
36.1
36.5

different IoU thresholds are reported. We use the evaluation code provided by
the ActivityNet v1.3 [28] benchmark4 . A lager mAP at the testing stage indicates
better performance.
4.3. Ablation Study
Evaluation of the node features update. To validate the efficacy of the proposed
G-TACL, we compare it with a baseline aggregation strategy, i.e., G-TACL without
node features update, on the THUMOS14 dataset. The results are summarized in
Table 2, where “Baseline” means no feature update and “G-TACL” denotes our
proposed method. Note that after removing the “node features update” described
in Section 3.3, our network can still perform action localization. The results show
that our proposed G-TACL can significantly improve the performance of temporal
action co-localization at all the IoU thresholds, regardless of using a 2D backbone
(31.1% versus 27.5% with IoU = 0.5) or a 3D one (36.5% versus 34.3% with IoU
= 0.5).
Comparison with different consistency evaluators. We employ three kinds of
relations to construct the adjacency matrices. We speculate that the three components of the consistency evaluator might not contribute equally to the node features
4

https://github.com/activitynet/ActivityNet/tree/master/Evaluation/
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Table 4: Exploration of the G-TACL with different number of iterations at multiple IoU thresholds
on the THUMOS14 dataset.

IoU threshold
2D backbone

3D backbone

H=1
H=2
H=3
H=1
H=2
H=3

0.3
49.4
49.8
49.4
56.8
56.7
56.8

0.4
39.5
39.6
39.7
45.8
46.0
46.1

0.5
31.1
30.6
30.8
36.5
36.2
36.4

0.6
22.0
21.5
21.7
25.6
25.6
25.3

0.7
14.7
13.8
13.9
17.9
17.6
17.3

Avg.
31.3
31.0
31.1
36.5
36.4
36.4

update. Thus, we assess each of them by setting the weights of the others to 0.
The results at IoU thresholds of [0.3 : 0.1 : 0.7] on the THUMOS14 dataset are
presented in Table 3, and they verify our assumptions. It shows every individual
component (especially the high-level contextual similarities) can boost the performance. We empirically tune the weights and find a ratio of w1 : w2 : w3 = 3 : 4 : 3
yields reasonable performance.
Comparison with different backbones. As mentioned before, our proposed GTAL is not tied to any specific feature extractor, and can exploit different backbones
to extract features. We chose two different backbones, 2D-based Inception-V3 [58]
network and 3D-based I3D [24] network in our experiments. As the results on the
THUMOS14 dataset shown in Table 2, our G-TAL method is proven to be effective
on both 2D and 3D backbones. In general, the representation capability of I3D [24]
is stronger than that of Inception-V3 [58]. As a result, it is clear that using I3D [24]
as the backbone can further boost the performance (36.5% versus 31.1% with IoU
= 0.5) compared with the 2D backbone.
Effect of the number of iterations. Our proposed G-TACL can iteratively update
node features as elaborated in Section 3.3. Table 4 presents the impact of the
number of iterations at IoU thresholds of [0.3 : 0.1 : 0.7] on the THUMOS14
dataset. It can be interpreted that the number of iterations has little effect on the
performance. The reason is that one node is connected to all other nodes, indicating
by the proposed adjacency matrix A ∈ RN ×N . Therefore, even only one step
is used, the proposed method can capture the information from all nodes of the
graph. As more iterations result in higher computation cost, we set H = 1 in our
experiments.
4.4. Comparison with State-of-the-art Methods
We conduct extensive experiments on the THUMOS14 [26], MEXaction2 [27],
and ActivityNet v1.3 [28] datasets, and compare the proposed approach with stateof-the-art TAL methods quantitatively and qualitatively. As far as we know, there
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Table 5: Comparison with the state-of-the-art TAL methods on the THUMOS14 testing set. The best
results are denoted in bold black, and ‘-’ means they do not report the corresponding results.

IoU threshold
LEAR [59]
S-CNN [40]
SMS [3]
TUBE [5]
CDC [60]
R-C3D [44]
SSAD [61]
SS-TAD [62]
TCN [45]
SSN [4]
TPC [63]
CTAP [8]
AP-Trees [64]
BSN [7]
TR-C3D [10]
TAL-Net [11]
G-TACL

0.1
36.6
47.7
51.0
−
−
54.5
50.1
−
−
66.0
−
−
48.5
−
56.9
59.8
67.3

0.2
33.6
43.5
45.2
−
−
51.5
47.8
−
−
59.4
−
−
44.1
−
54.7
57.1
62.9

0.3
28.8
36.3
36.5
39.8
40.1
44.7
43.0
45.7
−
51.9
49.4
−
38.2
53.5
51.2
53.2
56.8

0.4
21.8
28.7
27.8
27.2
29.4
35.6
35.0
−
33.3
41.0
39.5
−
29.8
45.0
43.0
48.5
45.8

0.5
15.0
19.0
17.8
20.7
23.3
28.9
24.6
29.2
25.6
29.8
31.1
29.9
20.1
36.9
36.1
42.8
36.5

0.6
8.5
−
−
−
13.1
−
−
−
15.9
19.6
22.2
−
−
28.4
−
33.8
25.6

0.7
3.2
−
−
−
7.9
−
−
9.6
9.0
10.7
14.7
−
−
20.0
−
20.8
17.9

is currently no TACL method, so we compare our model with TAL methods.
Experiment on THUMOS14. 16 existing TAL methods, i.e., LEAR [59], SCNN [40], SMS [3], TUBE [5], CDC [60], R-C3D [44], SSAD [61], SS-TAD [62],
TCN [45], SSN [4], TPC [63], CTAP [8], AP-Trees [64], BSN [7] TR-C3D [10]
and TAL-Net [11], are included as competing algorithms on the THUMOS14 dataset.
We present the localization performance of these methods at IoU thresholds of
[0.1 : 0.1 : 0.7] in Table 5. Figure 4 visualizes the detection results of two action
categories from the THUMOS14 testing set.
As shown in Table 5, our proposed G-TACL outperforms all other methods
on all IoU thresholds from 0.1 to 0.7 (by a margin from 0.3% to 21.5% with IoU
= 0.5), except for TAL-Net [11] and BSN [7]. Compared with TAL-Net [11]
and BSN [7], our G-TACL outperforms them when IoU < 0.4 and is comparable
to them when IoU threshold ≥ 0.4. This indicates that it is beneficial to utilize
the temporal, appearance, and contextual correlation between action proposals to
regress the temporal boundaries.
We illustrate the AP (IoU = 0.5) on every action category of the THUMOS14
dataset and compare them with three competing methods, i.e., S-CNN [40], RC3D [44], and SS-TAD [62], in Figure 5. The results show that our G-TACL
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Figure 4: Qualitative examples of the proposed G-TACL on the THUMOS14 testing set. The ground
truth temporal locations, predictions and background are illustrated with red, blue and gray bars,
respectively.
Table 6: Comparisons with three existing methods on the MEXaction2 testing set (IoU = 0.5). The
best results are denoted in bold black.

Category
DTF [27]
S-CNN [40]
SSAD [61]
G-TACL

Bull Charge Cape
0.3
11.6
16.5
10.9

Horse Riding
3.1
3.1
5.5
15.7

mAP
1.7
7.4
11.0
13.3

obviously outperforms the others on most of the categories, but performs poorly
on a few categories. A possible reason is that while the proposal features can be
enhanced for most videos, they will be weakened if most of action proposals are of
low-quality. Thus, the variance of our results on different categories are relatively
small. In contrast, the results of the other methods are either particularly good or
particularly poor.
Experiment on MEXaction2. We compare our G-TACL with three existing TAL
methods, i.e., DTF [27], S-CNN [40] and SSAD [61], on the MEXaction2 dataset.
Following conventions [27], we evaluate our method at the IoU threshold of 0.5.
The APs of two action categories, i.e., “Bull Charge Cape” and “Horse Riding”,
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Figure 5: The AP of each action category on the THUMOS14 testing set (IoU = 0.5). Our

method obviously outperforms the others in more than half of the categories.
Table 7: Comparisons with 10 state-of-the-art methods on the ActivityNet v1.3 validation set at
multiple different IoU thresholds. The best results are denoted in bold black.

IoU threshold
SAC[42]
UTS [65]
MSB-RNN [66]
R-C3D [44]
CDC [60]
TCN [45]
SSN [4]
TR-C3D [10]
TAL-Net [11]
BSN [7]
G-TACL

0.5
22.7
43.7
26.0
26.8
45.3
36.4
39.1
27.7
38.2
46.5
48.7

0.75
10.8
−
15.2
−
26.0
21.2
23.5
−
18.3
29.9
29.6

0.95
0.3
−
2.6
−
0.2
3.9
5.5
−
1.3
8.0
6.8

Avg.
11.3
−
14.6
12.7
16.4
−
24.0
15.4
20.2
30.0
29.4

and the mAPs of those methods are summarized in Talel 6. Figure 6 presents the
qualitative results of the proposed G-TACL on the MEXaction2 testing set. Note
that the video duration in this dataset is very long while the duration of the action
instance is very short.
As shown in Table 6, our proposed G-TACL achieves excellent performance
compared with DTF [27], S-CNN [40], and SSAD [61]. However, the overall performance on MEXaction2 is still relatively low, since the videos contain a large
amount of background frames and the ground truth annotations are not accurate enough, e.g., some complete action instances are over-segmented into multiple ones.
Experiment on ActivityNet v1.3. We further evaluate our proposed G-TACL
and compare it with 10 state-of-the-art methods, i.e., SAC [42], UTS [65], MSB21
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Figure 6: Qualitative examples of the proposed G-TACL on the MEXaction2 testing set. The ground
truth temporal locations, predictions and background are illustrated with red, blue and gray bars,
respectively.

RNN [66], R-C3D [44], CDC [60], TCN [45], SSN [4], TR-C3D [10], TALNet [11] and BSN [7], on the ActivityNet v1.3 dataset. The mAPs at different
IoU thresholds (the IoU thresholds are chosen from {0.5, 0.75, 0.95}, the same as
previous work) and the average mAPs at IoU thresholds [0.5 : 0.05 : 0.95] are
presented in Table 7. We also present two qualitative examples in Figure 7.
The results in Table 7 show that our G-TACL outperforms all other competing
methods by a margin from 2.2% to 26% when IoU = 0.5. The performance of
our G-TACL is significantly better than all other methods except BSN [7], and
it performs only slightly worse than BSN [7] at larger IoU thresholds. Although
the videos in ActivityNet v1.3 contain fewer action instances, our method can still
achieve better performance. This demonstrates that it is beneficial to leverage the
temporal coincidence between action proposals for TAL.
It should be noted that TAL-Net [11] is capable of handling videos where the
duration of action instances varies greatly, while the duration of action instances is
generally long and that of the background is relatively short in ActivityNet v1.3,
and thus TAL-Net performs not well. In contrast, our G-TACL is robust to the
variation in duration of action instances, regardless of whether the duration is long
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Figure 7: Qualitative examples of the proposed G-TACL on the ActivityNet v1.3 validation set. The
ground truth temporal locations, predictions and background are illustrated with red, green and light
blue bars, respectively.

(ActivityNet v1.3[28]), short (MEXaction2 [27]), or variable (THUMOS14 [26]),
mainly due to the utilization of correlations among multiple action instances of the
same category.
From the results on the above three datasets, it is clear that our G-TACL has
achieved excellent results, and is superior or comparable to all state-of-the-art
methods. This demonstrates that our G-TACL is capable of capturing the temporal and contextual features across multiple action proposals in an untrimmed video
to help the localization of each individual action instance. Moreover, extensive
ablation studies verify the effectiveness of each component of G-TACL.
4.5. Failure Cases Discussion
The proposed method leverages the similarity between proposals to facilitate
temporal action localization. However, it brings a drawback that if the similarity
between the background and action is very high, the information from background
proposals may also affect foreground proposals, resulting in inaccurate localization
reults. As shown in Figure 8, the action is similar to the background because of
the existence of the scene (i.e., the pool table and the volleyball court). In these
cases, the scenes dominate the proposal features, making the background proposals
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Figure 8: Qualitative examples of failure cases together with frames from the input untrimmed
videos. The ground truth temporal locations and predictions are illustrated with red and light blue
bars, respectively. Generally, our method can successfully identify the backgrounds in different
scenes. However, if the scene dominates the video, the background proposals will have high similarity with action proposals, which may cause inaccurate localization results.

have high similarity with action proposals. Therefore, the feature updating process
will introduce background visual elements to the action nodes, causing the falsepositive localization. In the future, we plan to improve the design of the adjacency
matrix to eliminate the misleading caused by the dominating scene to achieve more
precise temporal action localization.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose the Graph-based Temporal Action Co-Localization
(G-TACL) method to simultaneously locate action instances of a common category
from an untrimmed video. Different from previous methods, G-TACL exploits appearance and contextual correlations among multiple action instances to facilitate
the temporal localization of each individual action instance. We relate action proposals using GNNs whose nodes are initialized by action proposals and iteratively
updated by aggregating similar contextual features. This is beneficial for precise
temporal boundary regression. Moreover, we propose a multi-level consistency
evaluator as an indicator of the similarity between action proposals to calculate
the adjacency matrix. Experiments on three benchmark datasets have verified the
efficacy of our proposed G-TACL method.
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